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Abstract
Contrary to common belief that political actors can fundamentally shape the welfare state, any political regimes with distinct positions on welfare policies are usually put under public scrutiny, which makes it risky for them to simply follow their traditional beliefs without taking into account public reactions over welfare-related decision making. In terms of the welfare state development, South Korea is an interesting example in the sense that parties from different political backgrounds have had the opportunity to run the country for almost the same amount of time, since progressives came to power for the first time in modern Korean history. Based on data ranging from 1998 to 2016, the relationship between the welfare state and political/socioeconomic conditions is evaluated alongside policy implications, revealing the path dependence of the South Korean welfare development. The increase in social spending in South Korea was rather due to natural phenomena such as population aging, than any political actors’ approaches to the welfare state.
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1. Introduction
South Korea is no exception to the fact that political actors are believed to have fundamental control of the welfare state development. For any kinds of welfare-related problems, blame is usually shifted to political actors, especially parties or regimes in power, sometimes making it difficult for them to win elections, also leaving them no other choice but to come up with solutions, or at least a pro-welfare rhetoric. Some remarks made by sitting presidents or presidential candidates from even conservative parties, such as “Korea is now a welfare
state‖ or “welfare should be expanded without raising taxes‖, have made some newsworthy moments with regard to political argumentation on welfare.3 However, in regard to welfare policies, a politician’s rhetoric is one thing, but the real development of welfare programs is another.

Unlike in most Western countries, there has been a lack of labor parties and social democratic parties based on fundamental support from the working class in South Korea (Kam, 1989). It has usually been pointed out that the main reason South Korea has been regarded as one of laggards in welfare development might lie in the weak political buildup by the working class (Hong, 1999). The parties actually rely on a strong regional base, with few organizational ties with labor (Haggard & Kaufman, 2008), which could at least partly explain why welfare issues have often been ignored on many occasions in the past where they deserved much more attention from the public than they actually received. The question of “which regional part of the country is a politician from?” has always had to be answered first, prior to questions about his or her political beliefs, including those about welfare policies.

However, even with such a powerful regional orientation of politics (Haggard & Kaufman, 2008), it is undeniable that South Korea’s political system consists of two major groups of parties, one of which is conservative, with its roots in previous authoritarian regimes, and the other is progressive, with a background squarely in the pro-democracy movement. This competition between conservative and progressive parties has also started tackling welfare issues, especially since the end of the authoritarian regime. These issues have become closer to being part of the main political debates over time.

This study aims to evaluate the relationship between political actors, especially regimes and the development of the welfare state while also taking into account some political and socioeconomic conditions regarded as having influence on the welfare state, in order to find out whether any political actors or some other conditions played decisive roles in welfare development in South Korea. In terms of this relationship, South Korea could be a good example in the sense that both the progressive side and the conservative side have had the opportunity to run the country for almost the same amount of time from 1998, when progressives came to power for the first time, to 2016, when conservative regime came to the end, almost abruptly.

1 This comment was made by president Lee Myung-bak on December 22, 2010. It is noted that Park-Geun-hye also made similar comments pointing out that her father-Park Chung-hee, the president of South Korea from 1963 to 1979, had a dream of establishing a welfare state (Joo, 2014).

2 This was the slogan used by presidential candidate Park Geun-hye, which was made famous during a television debate with another candidate, Moon Jae-in, in 2012.

3 It is also noted that both sides take a progressive attitude toward welfare state, especially when elections—either presidential or regional—are imminent.
2. After the Crisis: Four Regimes From Two Backgrounds, and Welfare

It was the Asian financial crisis of the late 1990s that pushed welfare issues into the spotlight of society. Given the aftermath of the crisis, including a high unemployment rate and heavily affected labor conditions, “welfare” was no longer an issue that could be simply ignored. This change of situation, however, was still not enough for welfare issues to become the top priority of political parties. Why were the welfare issues not able to gain political attention in South Korea, unlike many Western welfare states where welfare policies almost always fiercely debated in the major political arena? Kang (2013) argues that, under the political context of authoritarian vs. pro-democratic conflicts, “welfare” has been neither an attractive nor an effective topic in terms of winning votes or gaining public support for anti-government protests. Welfare issues have been discussed more in the context of each specific policy area, rather than under consistent approaches towards welfare in general by political parties (Kang, 2013).

It was in the context of recent conservative vs. progressive regimes that welfare issues started to be discussed in a more serious manner. After the arrival of the Kim Dae-jung regime in 1998, South Korea experienced ten years under a pro-democratic administration, after which pro-market conservative parties represented by Lee Myung-bak came to power, arguably reducing the expansion of the welfare state (Powell & Kim, 2014). During the Lee Myung-bak regime, the heavily debated issues about the so-called “free meals for school children” showed how distinctively different each political party’s position was towards welfare policies (Kang, 2013). In addition to the “free meal” case, which was so controversial because of its strong association with education, which thus heavily attracted public attention in South Korea, there have been other seriously discussed topics such as universal vs. targeted welfare and taxation with regard to welfare policies during these politically contrasted regimes since 1998 (Kang, 2013). Having experienced much controversy in relation to welfare, it has become clearer to the public how each party (or regime) takes either a conservative or a progressive approach towards specific welfare policies, given some socioeconomic conditions the parties have faced and their political identities.

The fact that Mr. Kim Dae-jung was able to come to power in 1998 and is regarded as important in welfare development in South Korea is because Kim’s regime was the first politically progressive regime with its roots in the pro-democracy movement to promote so-called “productive welfare” as a salient part of its policy design (Hong & Song, 2006). This has also been reflected in social spending, which rapidly increased under Kim’s regime. If focusing on the Kim Dae-jung era alone, it would seem that the more democratic a state is, the more it spends on welfare. It should also be pointed out that statutory welfare

---

4 In 1999, the unemployment rate of South Korea reached 8.7%, which was the highest level in modern South Korean history (“The unemployment rate reached 8.7%,” 1999).

5 When the 2010 regional election was near, the issue of free meals for school children was heavily debated between the progressive party, seeking universal protection (for “all” the school children), and the conservative party, with its targeted approach (for the school children only from the low income households) (Ma, 2012).
expenditures exceeded non-statutory expenditures for the first time during this regime, which could be regarded as an indicator of the expansion of state welfare (Hong & Song, 2006). The expansion of the welfare state was exacerbated under the Roh Moo-hyun regime, which finally made welfare policies one of the top priorities of the government in terms of state expenditure. Both of the progressive regimes preferred balanced approaches towards welfare, also taking into account economic growth, rather than forming entirely redistribution-based welfare policies that could have been regarded as too “leftist” or “progressive” by conservative electorates in South Korea.

As one of the most controversial periods of welfare development in South Korea, the welfare policies of the Lee Myung-bak regime have been generally criticized due to the regime’s neo-liberal approaches and market-oriented attitudes towards welfare (Joo, 2008; Kim & Kim, 2012; Kim, 2009). In contrast, President Lee Myung-bak himself famously argued that South Korea has become a welfare state under his regime, pointing out the expansion of the welfare budget designed by his government. Despite his passionate remarks on the welfare state, it should be noted that the welfare state he sought to establish was based not on redistribution but on economic growth. According to the Lee Myung-bak regime, most of the welfare problems could be automatically resolved if some amount—say 7%—of economic growth were to be accomplished.6 Under his pro-market regime with its emphasis on free competition, thus allowing opportunities to compete, rather than on easy access to free meals, welfare policies were not top priorities but just minor issues that could be dealt with once certain economic growth targets were met.

It should be noted that, even though Lee Myung-bak’s successor, Park Geun-hye had a politically conservative background, she explicitly emphasized the importance of welfare, even confidently suggesting she might be able to expand welfare, without any related raises in taxes. In relation to her famous slogan, “welfare expansion without raising taxes”, which was actually effective in winning the presidential election in 2012, her government has been heavily confronted by opposition parties with doubt on the feasibility of such an approach. Relatedly, the Park Geun-hye regime argued that the taxation needed to finance the expansion of welfare could be realized by the formalization of the informal economy. However, throughout her term, which ended dishonorably earlier than officially expected due to a scandalous event related to Park Geun-hye’s improper and hidden relationship with Choi Seo-won7, there was hardly any evidence that the expansion of welfare—if there has been any—was financed by the mechanism of the formalization of the informal economy.

6 Presidential candidate Lee Myung-bak’s election manifesto was called the “747 manifesto” because the candidate aimed for a 7% economic growth rate, USD 40,000 GDP per capita, and the 7th highest rank among economic power states, none of which has been realized under his regime.

7 Previously known as Ms. Choi Soon-sil.
In sum, South Korea’s welfare development experienced two distinct periods consisting of progressive governments focused on welfare expansion and conservative governments with positions on welfare more or less different from those of previous regimes. However, as figure 1 shows, taking a simple glance at the welfare statistics of social spending as a percentage of GDP does not quite confirm expectations about the welfare development during these two distinct periods.

Figure 1. Social Spending as a Percentage of GDP in South Korea, 1998-2016

Source: KOSIS (n.d.)

Figure 1 illustrates that social spending as a percentage of GDP has been generally increasing regardless of the change in regimes in South Korea. Does this mean that the development of welfare has not been significantly affected by each regime’s attitude towards welfare? That question is the starting point of this study, as discussed below.

3. Theoretical Considerations

In relation to the major determinants of welfare development, actors, especially political ones, have been the usual focus of arguments. It should be noted that in the context of European welfare states, there have been a number of studies suggesting that the political power of social democratic and Christian democratic parties played a crucial role in the expansion of the welfare state (Allan & Scruggs, 2004; Castles, 1998; Huber & Stephens, 2001; Ross, 2000). Arguably, a significant partisan effect has been recognized by some studies in the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Progressive Regimes</th>
<th>Conservative Regimes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Kim Dae-jung</td>
<td>Roh Moo-hyun</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lee Myung-bak</td>
<td>Park Geun-hye</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Political Regimes in South Korea (1998-2016)
context of European countries (Huber & Stephens, 2001), with the implications that some conditions, such as a strong leftist party and the weakness of the market-oriented party, are favorable conditions for welfare expansion (Castles, 1982, 1998; Schmidt, 2010). For non-European states, the relatively low level of social protection has been the most common issue (Schmidt, 2010). The reason these states remain welfare laggards has been argued explained by their relatively strong pro-market parties along with other socioeconomic factors (Schmidt, 2010). In regard to what motivates political actors to take any actions, as usually expected, electoral pressures are regarded as an important factor in encouraging politicians to start managing welfare resources (De Schweinitz, 1964; Dornbusch & Edwards, 1991; Malloy, 1987; Skidmore, 1977). In contrast, there have been arguments that there is “no systematic relationship between regime type and the room politicians have to maneuver” (Brown & Hunter, 1999, p. 779), and the simple distinction between regime types does not tell the whole story about factors that have potential influence on political behavior (Geddes, 1995; Stephen Haggard & Kaufman, 1992, 1995; Nelson, Joan M., 1990; Przeworski & Limongi, 1993; Remmer, 1986, 1990). Regardless of whether it is about regimes or politicians, there has been awareness that political actors can shape or reshape the welfare state, given socioeconomic conditions they face. However, beyond the actor-focused framework, there have been emerging arguments about path dependence of the welfare state. To them, it is not welfare state expansion or retrenchment initiated by political actors that matters, but the resilience of the welfare state. The welfare state, once established, has not been one any political actors could fundamentally reshape or even dismantle (Pierson, 1994), the path dependence theorists argues.

3.1 Actor-Focused Theory

Conventional welfare state theory has been focused on what kind of actors play a crucial role in welfare state expansions. Pointing out that parties are major determinants of welfare development, actor-focused theorists argue that people should be regarded as consumers in a market of welfare policies (F. G. Castles, 1982; Hibbs, 1977; Huber & Stephens, 2001; Schmidt, 2010). The social spending as a percentage of GDP and the party composition of governments are usually measured as indicators in welfare evaluation (Schmidt, 2010). A party that has a large majority in a government and faces fewer veto players has more political impact on the welfare state (Schmidt, 2010). Some actor-focused theorists argue that today’s parties are different from previous parties with distinct policy positions, increasingly taking converging attitudes, especially towards the welfare state (Schmidt, 2010; Seeleib-Kaiser, van Dyk, & Roggenkamp, 2008), pointing out that explaining all welfare state issues with traditional party positions would not be meaningful or even possible. Actor-focused theorists criticized each other, however, within the analytical framework of actors.

Also recognizing the importance of political institutions, Tsebelis (1995) argues that if any legislation is to be passed, there should be agreement from veto players. Veto players consist of partisan—if they are political parties—or institutional decision-makers, if they are just any institutions with potential control over the enactment or implementation of a policy. In regard to the association between the welfare state and partisan veto players, the issue of “which
party seizes power” is one of the main topics of actor-focused theories, since the attitude towards welfare state has been one of the criteria for categorizing political parties as either conservative or progressive.

As a theory widening the spectrum of actors and potential determinants, another actor-focused theory brought about two arguments, one of which is that the states play an active role in realizing their political beliefs in terms of social spending (supply side), and the other is that the socioeconomic and non-supply side conditions affect the level of social spending while making it necessary for the governments to adjust their welfare policies in accordance with those conditions (demand side) (Buracom, 2011). This theory, however, was not able to break free from the traditional framework of actor-based argument, either.

3.2 Path Dependence Theory

Based on the scope of analysis different from conventional actor-focused theory illustrated above, path dependence theorists, pointing out the importance of context, relationship, and power structure of the welfare states rather than actors, argue that well-established welfare states cannot be easily dismantled even under very hawkish conservative politicians such as Thatcher and Reagan (Pierson, 1994). Whenever conservative regimes seek retrenchment to abide by their political beliefs in terms of welfare state, they usually risk losing votes in elections. Voters are more sensitive to losing what they already have than to gaining something they did not have before (Pierson, 1994). Therefore, retrenchment advocates hesitate to put their beliefs to practice in a visible way, which is the reason Pierson (1994) points out the possibility of systemic retrenchment such as defunding, policy-induced changes in public opinion, the modification of political institutions, and the weakening of pro-welfare state interest groups, the attempts of which are not always successful. As a starting point of the theory of welfare resilience and as a milestone in the history of welfare studies, Pierson (1994, 1996, 1998) raised the issue of the path dependent nature of the welfare state, establishing a theoretical framework for further studies of welfare development throughout the world (Bonoli, 2007; Korpi, 2006; Weaver, 2010).

Even with all the pressures that most OECD (the Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development) governments have been under, political support has usually been “deep reservoirs” (Pierson, 1998) for the welfare policies. There has not been an incidence in any country where the retrenchment effort has successfully been able to gain majority support from the public. Pierson (1998) even argues that any attempts to dismantle the welfare state in a clear and direct way can be suicidal in a political sense. There are two main

---

8 Pierson (1994) explains the conception of path dependence with the example of the dominance of the QWERTY keyboard design. There has been no scientific evidence that the QWERTY design is superior to other kinds of design. People use the QWERTY design simply because they have always used the same design. There has been no other reason.

9 However, even after confirming that there is hardly any evidence of meaningful curtailment of welfare expenditure in Britain, Germany, Sweden, or the United States from 1974 to 1990, which is usually regarded as a period of austerity, Pierson (1996) hesitates to come to the conclusion with a quantitative analysis that there has been no retrenchment in these welfare
assumptions in the study of path dependence, indicating, first, that the welfare states remain stable despite political actors’ intention to dismantle them, and second, political actors play mostly an ineffective role in reshaping the welfare states.\(^\text{10}\)

4. The Model Specification

To find out which welfare state theory from above can give best possible explanation of South Korea, the conventional actor-focused model should be put to test in the context of South Korea. Did political actors (here governments) play a significant role in the welfare state development in South Korea? Who was the main driver of the South Korean welfare state, if political actors had only insignificant impact on the welfare state development?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Political Progressivism of Government</th>
<th>Low</th>
<th>High</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Low Socioeconomic Conditions</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Favorable to Welfare State</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Moderate social spending</td>
<td>Moderate social spending</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>↓</td>
<td>↓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>High income inequality</td>
<td>Moderate income inequality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>↓</td>
<td>↓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>High poverty rate</td>
<td>Moderate poverty rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>Moderate social spending</td>
<td>High social spending</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>↓</td>
<td>↓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Moderate income inequality</td>
<td>Low income inequality</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>↓</td>
<td>↓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Moderate poverty rate</td>
<td>Low poverty rate</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2. The Conceptual Framework: Political Progressivism of Government, Socioeconomic Conditions, Social Spending, Income Inequality, and Poverty Rate

Under the Actor-focused model, the hypothetical relationship between the political progressivism of governments and socioeconomic conditions can be conceptualized as above. As the conceptual framework illustrates, it is expected that the more progressive a government is, the higher the social spending will be, resulting in low income inequality and a low poverty rate, which will be further exacerbated as the socioeconomic conditions become more favorable towards the welfare state. This conceptual framework can be put to test in the context of South Korea, where the two major political parties with distinctively different levels of progressivism (or conservatism) both had a chance to run the state for almost the same length of time, to reveal whether South Korea’s welfare development can be explained by conventional actor-focused theory. If political actors had insignificant effect on the South Korean welfare state, regardless of socioeconomic conditions they were under, only confirming the resilience of the welfare state, path dependence theory can be an alternative to states, due to the possibility of “lagged cutbacks that do not show up in spending figures” (Pierson, 1996, p. 159).

\(^\text{10}\) Path dependence studies are likely to be under criticisms that they just reinvent the wheels, and often denied publication, given that the “scholarly incentives promote hunting for social policy change” (Pierson, 2011).
actor-focused theory to explain the South Korean welfare state.

The first part of the analysis reveals some factors with significant differences between progressive and conservative regimes. In an ANOVA (analysis of variance) test, among some variables with potential influences on the welfare state, only those showing statistical significance in accordance with each group of political regimes are put into the regression equation for the second part of the analysis. Given the limited number of samples from the period covering less than twenty years\(^\text{11}\), it is important to focus on variables with significant differences between both groups of political regimes rather than to take into account every possible variable with some potential influence on the welfare state. ANOVA is one of the best methods for selecting meaningful variables from a number of variables.

Through ANOVA, first, it is examined whether there has been significant difference in social spending, income inequality and poverty between both groups of political regimes; among these factors, any variables found to be of significant difference from each other are regarded as dependent variables for the second stage analysis. Second, it is also examined whether there has been significant difference in some other variables with potential influence on the welfare state, such as partisanship of the parliament, union membership, political freedom, GDP growth rate, trade openness, unemployment rate, and population aging, between the two groups of political regimes\(^\text{12}\); among these factors, any variables found to be of significant difference are regarded as independent variables for the second stage analysis.

The second stage analysis is designed to examine the association between variables found to be of significant difference between two groups of political regimes. Through multiple regression analysis\(^\text{13}\), the extent to which each independent variable affects the dependent variables is estimated. Third, quantitative results are used to understand what actually happened to the South Korean welfare state during the period dominated by these two

\(^{11}\) Even though there is no minimum sample size for ANOVA, using small number of samples has always the potential danger of bringing about unreliable statistical power to accept or reject hypotheses. To avoid misinterpretations of statistical results, it is very important to examine each scatterplot of 18 years- time-series data carefully, which, thanks to small number of samples in this study, enables the statistical analysis to be confirmed.

\(^{12}\) Most of these variables are the ones usually analyzed by actor-focused theorists, especially, those taking attention not just to actors, but also to “demand side” variables (e.g. Buracom, 2011).

\(^{13}\) From strictly statistical point of view, there can be two potential criticisms in relation to the methods adopted in this study. One is the issue of small number of samples illustrated above (also see the study using small number of samples such as Buracom, 2011), and the other is related to the issue of applying time series data to regression analysis, given the possibility of having variables with high R-square, but little significance in reality. However, the huge correlation of population aging with social spending definitely shows path dependence of the Korean welfare state in terms of politics and other conditions, which can be confirmed with no difficulty, even with the small number of samples. However, these potential criticisms should be considered seriously, in case no definite impact of some variables is easily recognized.
different groups of political regimes.

The aims of the research are, first, to reveal any significant association between political actors with socio-economic conditions and the welfare state and, second, to test whether there have been any path dependence throughout the period under two groups of political regimes with different approaches to the welfare state in South Korea.

From the specifications of the dependent and independent variables in the table, regression equations can be formulated as follows:

(In the case that all the variables are regarded as significantly different between the two groups of political regimes by ANOVA test)

Social spending (or income inequality, poverty rate) = a + b1Partisanship of the government + b2Partisanship of the parliament + b3Union membership + b4Political freedom + b5GDP growth rate + b6Trade openness + b7Unemployment rate + b8Population aging + Q

Table 2. Variables and Measurement

Dependent and Independent Variables Applied to Explaining Social Spending in South Korea

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Expect sign</th>
<th>Measurement</th>
<th>Data source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dependent variables</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social spending</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>Social Spending as a percentage of GDP</td>
<td>KOSIS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Income Inequality</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>Gini coefficient of households with two or more members living in cities</td>
<td>KOSIS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poverty Rate</td>
<td>n.a.</td>
<td>Ratio of households with two or more members earning 50% of the median income or less</td>
<td>KOSIS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Independent variables</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Political variables</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Partisanship of the government</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>Progressive (Dummy 1)</td>
<td>National Assembly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Partisanship of the parliament</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Conservative (Dummy 0)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Union membership</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>Proportion of MPs from a major progressive party</td>
<td>KOSIS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Political freedom</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>Each year’s scores on the political freedom of South Korea</td>
<td>Freedom House</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Socio-economic variables</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GDP growth rate</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>Annual percentage of GDP growth</td>
<td>World Bank</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trade openness</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>Ratio of trade to GDP</td>
<td>KOSIS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unemployment rate</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>Annual percentage of unemployment</td>
<td>MOEL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Population aging</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>Percentage of the population more than 60 years old</td>
<td>KOSIS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In relation to the issues of measuring welfare expansion with social spending (dependent variable), there have been some criticisms, pointing out that measures of social spending cannot provide proper evaluation of welfare state development (Castles, 2002; Esping-Andersen, 1990; Pierson, 1994). However, contrary to the alternative measures other than social expenditure, such as the decommodification index, which is not usually available, the measures of social spending, such as the Social Expenditure Database (SOCX), are quite established and regularly updated by relevant offices in each country and international organization (e.g., OECD)(Castles, 2002).

The social spending as a percentage GDP provided by the KOSIS, which is also reported to the OECD, consists of nine policy areas, such as old age, survivors, incapacity-related benefits, health, family, active labor market policies, unemployment, housing, and other social policy areas. It should be noted that not only public social expenditure but also mandatory private social expenditure are also included in the data. Arguably, using these social expenditure data are one of the established ways of measuring the welfare expansion of a state.

Income inequality has been measured with the Gini coefficient of households with two or more members living in cities, which is a widely used and quite established way of measuring inequality. It should be noted that the higher the Gini coefficient is, the more unequal the distribution of income in a society is. For instance, a state with a Gini coefficient of 1 is regarded as one with perfect inequality, while a state with Gini coefficient 0 is regarded as one with perfect equality.

To measure poverty, the poverty rate has been used. The poverty rate is the ratio of the number of households with two or more members living in cites whose income falls below the poverty line (taken as half the median household income of the total population). This way of measuring poverty has been most widely used by many countries and adopted by the OECD as an official indicator of poverty.

The partisanship of the government, which is one of the independent variables, is measured simply as a dummy variable (1 = progressive parties, 0 = conservative parties) for the regression analysis. Actually, the progressivism of a party (or a government) is a contentious issue, making it difficult to measure the extent of. Furthermore, as in the case of South Korea, if a party’s electoral basis is closer to regional one, rather than a certain sector of the electorates such as workers, it would be likely that the party maintains ambiguous attitudes towards redistribution or welfare. However, given all the electoral basis issues, it is quite clear that South Korea has two major parties, one of which has been regarded as conservative in general, the other of which has been regarded as progressive compared with its major competitor. Even though the conservative party occasionally shows progressive attitudes towards welfare, it has never been regarded as having its political identity converted to a

---

14 In South Korea, comparatively accurate information about household income, which is used to calculate the Gini coefficient and poverty rate, is usually collected from the Urban Family Income and Expenditure Survey (Hong & Song, 2006)
progressive identity. Undoubtedly, there are two groups of political parties with traditionally different identities in terms of political progressivism in South Korea.

The partisanship of the parliament has been measured with the proportion of MPs from a major progressive party. Even though South Korea’s political system is not a parliamentary system but a presidential system with relatively more power given to the president when compared with other democratic states, the parliament has usually been regarded as an important player in the control and balance of entire political powers.

Union membership has been measured with the percentage of salary workers organized into unions. It is expected that union membership is relatively stronger under progressive regimes, also contributing to an enhanced social protection system with increased social spending.

To measure political freedom, each year’s score for the political freedom of South Korea has been used. As a US government-funded non-governmental organization, Freedom House provides a score of political freedom worldwide on a yearly basis. It is usually expected that states with more political freedom spend more on social protection.

In relation to socio-economic variables, the GDP growth rate, trade openness, unemployment rate and population aging are considered. The GDP growth rate is measured with the annual percentage of GDP growth, the data for which are provided by the World Bank. It is expected that increased GDP growth allows more funding for welfare policies, contributing to more social spending.

In terms of the relationship between globalization and welfare state, trade openness is measured with the ratio of trade to GDP. However, there has been a huge controversy over this relationship. There have been arguments that globalization puts downward pressure on social spending (Glatzer & Rueschemeyer, 2005), in contrast to the counter arguments that globalization and the welfare state have mutually reinforcing relationships (Becker, 2011; Cameron, 1978; Katzenstein, 1985; Rieger & Leibfried, 2003; Walter, 2010). Given the empirical evidence of the latter type of argument (Kersbergen & Vis, 2014), it is expected that more trade openness leads to more social spending.

Unemployment is usually regarded as the cause of increased social spending. The annual percentage of unemployment is used as data measuring unemployment. It is expected that a high unemployment rate leads to more spending of unemployment benefits. However, unemployment benefits could be a target of retrenchment due to a lack of acceptance by the public about people who are unemployment beneficiaries (Kersbergen & Vis, 2014, p. 86).

Given that South Korea is one of the countries seriously suffering from low fertility rates and aging problems, population aging is clearly expected to contribute to increased social spending. It is especially notable that this study uses data not from two different regimes of the same period but from two different regimes of different periods (these regimes were in power for almost the same length of time, however), which means that the examination shows undoubtedly distinct differences between the two regimes because the regimes of the later period certainly suffered more from population aging.
5. Empirical Results

Figure 3. Scatterplots of Social Spending, Income Inequality, and Poverty Rate in 1998-2016
Figure 4. Scatterplots of Union membership, Trade Openness, and Population Aging in 1998-2016

Source: KOSIS (n.d.)
Figure 5. Scatterplots of Political Freedom, GDP Growth Rate, Unemployment Rate, and Partisanship of Parliament in 1998-2016

Source: KOSIS, Freedom House, World Bank, and National Assembly (n.d.)

Table 3. ANOVA Results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Significant differences</th>
<th>Social spending</th>
<th>Union membership</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Trade openness</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Population aging</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No significant differences</th>
<th>Income inequality</th>
<th>Political freedom</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Poverty</td>
<td>GDP growth rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Unemployment rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Partisanship of Parliament</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Alpha = 0.05)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

ANOVA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sum of Squares</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>Mean Square</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Social Spending (% GDP)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Between Groups</td>
<td>56.96</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>56.96</td>
<td>55.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Within Groups</td>
<td>17.30</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>1.02</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Income Inequality</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Between Groups</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>1.099</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Within Groups</td>
<td>.001</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poverty Rate</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Between Groups</td>
<td>3.378</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3.378</td>
<td>3.497</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Within Groups</td>
<td>16.422</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>0.966</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Union Membership</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Between Groups</td>
<td>5.720</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5.720</td>
<td>15.54</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Alpha = 0.05, F(critical) = 4.45, F(obtained) = 55.96

Alpha = 0.05, F(critical) = 4.45, F(obtained) = 1.099

Alpha = 0.05, F(critical) = 4.45, F(obtained) = 3.497
As a starting point, it is necessary to determine whether there has been a significant difference in social spending between the two groups of regimes. Not surprisingly, the ANOVA results revealed statistically significant differences in social spending (% GDP) between these two groups. Based on ANOVA comparing progressive regimes with conservative regimes in terms of social spending as a percentage of GDP, it is clear that the level of social spending has been significantly different between the two groups of political regimes. Additionally, from the scatterplots below, it can be seen that social spending has been growing steadily under both groups of political regimes in South Korea. Does this result justify the argument that conservative governments are more likely to increase social spending to enhance social protection in general? To answer this question, the other factors beyond the regimes that could explain the difference in social spending between these two political groups should be examined.

It should also be noted that the differences in the Gini coefficient and poverty rate of different political regimes are not statistically significant. Based on the finding that the level of social spending has clearly been higher under conservative regimes than under progressive regimes, it could be expected that the level of income inequality and the poverty rate were much lower under the conservative regimes due to the increased level of spending. However, ANOVA comparing both political groups in terms of the Gini coefficient and poverty rates reveals no significant difference based on political regime. **15**

---

**15** This does not mean that social spending increased by the conservative regimes did not lead to the reduction of income inequality or the poverty rate in South Korea. ANOVA just tells us
From the results above, some questions arise. First, why did the increased level of social spending lead to the no significant reduction of income inequality and poverty? Second, what kind of political and socioeconomic factors affected the level of social spending by each regime?

The differences in union membership between the different political regimes are statistically significant. It is usually expected that increased union membership leads to increased social spending, also contributing to the reduction of income inequality and the poverty rate. As seen below, the union membership, measured as the percentage of salary workers organized into unions, has been steadily decreasing, as the political regimes have moved from progressive to conservative regimes. Given that this factor has a distinct pattern during the targeted period of this study, it could be added to the regression equation to examine how much this variable, combined with other variables, affected social spending.

The differences in trade openness between different political regimes are statistically significant. Trade openness measured as the ratio of trade to GDP has been steadily increasing throughout the targeted period of this study (except for a few outliers during the Park Geun-hye regime). This clear pattern would make it meaningful to add this variable to the regression equation to evaluate how much of an effect this variable—compared with other variables—would have on social spending, income inequality and poverty.

The differences in population aging between different political regimes are statistically significant. As the variable with the clearest pattern of increasing throughout the targeted period of this study, population aging is one of the major candidates believed to have contributed to the increased social spending. If this variable were added to the regression equation, it would reveal how much population aging, compared with other variables, affected social spending.

The differences in political freedom between different political regimes are NOT statistically significant. The differences in the GDP growth rate between different political regimes are NOT statistically significant. The differences in the unemployment rate of different political regimes are NOT statistically significant. The differences in the partisanship of the parliaments of different political regimes are NOT statistically significant.

5.1 Modified Regression Equations

In accordance with the ANOVA results illustrated above, the initial equations could be modified as follows, including only the variables with statistically significant differences between the two groups of political regimes. This simplified design for the equation is necessary, given the limited number of samples spanning a period of less than 20 years.

5.1.1 Modified Model 1

Social spending = a + b1 Partisanship of the government + b2 Union membership +

that Gini coefficient and poverty rates are not different between two political regimes.
b3 Trade openness + b4 Population aging + $\varepsilon$

Figure 6. The Relationship between Social Spending (with or without Old Age, % GDP) and Union Membership, Trade Openness, and Population Aging

Source: KOSIS (n.d.)
5.1.2 Empirical results of modified model 1

Table 4. Linear Regression Output Specifying the Relationship between Union Membership, Trade Openness, Population Aging and Social Expenditure

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Coefficients</th>
<th>Standard Error</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>Sig</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>-2.843</td>
<td>5.027</td>
<td>-0.565</td>
<td>0.581</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Partisanship of the Government</td>
<td>-1.013</td>
<td>0.675</td>
<td>-1.501</td>
<td>0.156</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Union Membership</td>
<td>0.318</td>
<td>0.278</td>
<td>1.145</td>
<td>0.272</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trade Openness</td>
<td>-0.014</td>
<td>0.015</td>
<td>-0.927</td>
<td>0.370</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Population Aging</td>
<td>0.919</td>
<td>0.154</td>
<td>5.934</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

R-square = 0.952, Adjusted R² = 0.938

Dependent variable = Social Spending (% GDP)

The model summary tells us that the independent variables are strongly associated with social spending (% GDP). The coefficient of determination “R square” is 0.938. An R² of 0.938 means that the independent variables jointly explain 94% of the variation in social spending as a percentage of GDP. The partisanship of the government does not have statistically significant effects. The p-values are greater than 0.05 in tables 4 (see also Table 5). That means that the partisanship of the government is not statistically related with increasing social spending. From the regression results above, it was confirmed that “population aging”—among the variables with significant differences between the two groups of political regimes—was the most important factor contributing to the increase in social spending in general. It was not confirmed that conservative governments contributed more to the increase in social spending than progressive governments did.

Given that South Korea belongs to the group of countries with extremely aging societies, it could be expected that population aging explains a large part of the increased social spending. Therefore, it would be worth examining whether increased social spending WITHOUT old age-related expenditures (the statistical category labeled as old age) can also be explained by population aging. Contrary to the case of social spending, including old age-related expenditures, it is not readily expected that population aging contributes to increases in social spending outside the old age category. To test the strength of population aging in explaining the increase in social spending outside of for old age expenditures, the multiple regression design could be modified further as follows. Under this second multiple regression design, the dependent variable is social spending without old age expenditures; however, the same independent variables from the first regression design are taken into account.

5.1.3 Modified Model 2

Social Spending except Old Age = a + b1 Partisanship of the government + b2 Union membership + b3 Trade openness + b4 Population aging + ε
Table 5. Linear Regression Output Specifying the Relationship Between Union Membership, Trade Openness, Population Aging and Social Spending (except Old Age)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Coefficients</th>
<th>Standard Error</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>Sig</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>2.273</td>
<td>2.302</td>
<td>0.987</td>
<td>0.340</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Partisanship of Government</td>
<td>-0.259</td>
<td>0.309</td>
<td>-0.836</td>
<td>0.417</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Union Membership</td>
<td>-0.213</td>
<td>0.127</td>
<td>-1.674</td>
<td>0.116</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trade Openness</td>
<td>-0.003</td>
<td>0.007</td>
<td>-0.441</td>
<td>0.666</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Population Aging</td>
<td>0.620</td>
<td>0.071</td>
<td>8.743</td>
<td>0.000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

R-square = 0.982, Adjusted R² = 0.977

Dependent variable = Social Spending except Old Age (% GDP)

In relation to social expenditure except old age, population aging is not as strongly associated as in the first regression result, but it is still significantly associated, as confirmed by the second multiple regression results above. Figure 6 also shows similar regression lines with or without old age expenditures in the dependent variable.

To summarize, political actors (governments) had little effect in terms of the increase in social spending in South Korea from 1998 to 2016. The most distinguished factor leading to the increase in social spending among the variables with significant differences between the two groups of political regimes was population aging. It was also confirmed that income inequality and poverty rate were not significantly different between the two groups of political regimes. It was population aging that significantly increased the GDP ratio of social spending, no matter how each regime argued they were keen on welfare expansion to resolve income inequality and poverty problems. In the case of the South Korean welfare state, especially, in regard to the period from 1998 to 2016, actor-focused theory can be rejected by the empirical results of this study.

6. Aging Society and Path Dependence

As empirically confirmed above, in South Korea, under conservative regimes, there was more social spending. However, increased social spending was fundamentally due to population aging, and there was no significant difference in income inequality and poverty between political regimes. In other words, increased social spending has not been the result of any strong political actors’ will but rather a natural phenomenon as the population ages. Even with competitive words and plans from political actors, from either progressive or conservative parties, in relation to welfare state, there have been no significant differences in poverty and income inequality, the reduction of which could be regarded as the aims of welfare policies. Clearly, social spending has increased as South Korea has become politically conservative, in contrast to our initial expectations; however, most of this spending increase has been explicable by the aging population. South Korean regimes have sometimes benefitted from populism related to the welfare state (e.g., winning the election) while being...
hesitant to move forward with any path-breaking welfare policies once in power. South Korea has been no exception in terms of the path-dependent nature of the welfare state (Pierson, 1994).

7. Conclusion and Policy Implications

Even though South Korean politics resembles Western democracies in the sense that it has distinctive left and right actors (or parties), the patterns of social spending were not in line with what is normally expected in relation to the progressivism of political regimes. Rather than strictly abiding by their political beliefs, the political regimes in South Korea have taken practical attitudes towards the welfare state, arguably to win elections and achieve other political aims, based on the popularity of their governments. Governmental power in South Korea from 1998 to 2016 has been divided between two groups (progressive and conservative) of political regimes; the conservative group has taken either a pro-market attitude or approaches based on populism and definitely spent much more than its progressive counterparts have. However, positive trend of increasing social spending has been overshadowed by sustained income inequality and poverty during the last twenty years. In sum, as one of the fastest aging countries in the world, the South Korean welfare state will likely be more path-dependent in the future, suffering more from inequality and poverty problems, despite the state’s heavy investment in welfare for the elderly. Therefore, what is needed to tackle inequality and poverty effectively is the enhancement of the redistributive policy processes, which can be maintained regardless of the political regimes in power.

As a country with hardly any experience of path-breaking reform in terms of the welfare state, South Korea will almost certainly have to face similar challenges to those other welfare states have had to deal with in the sense that any attempts to make fundamental and sustainable changes to the pre-existing framework of its welfare system will likely be met with strong opposition from various political parties and interest groups or the public in general, often carrying the risk of losing elections (Pierson, 1994). Given that electorates are more sensitive to losses than to gains (Kuhnen & Knutson, 2005; Loewenstein et al., 2008; Pierson, 1994; Smith et al., 2002) and that any change in policies would almost certainly result in there being a losing side or sides, it might be tempting for policy makers to act only in a path-dependent manner. In the case of well-established welfare states, path dependence could be regarded as a protection against any attempts of retrenchment (Pierson, 1994); however, in the case of developing welfare states such as South Korea, path dependence could lead to heavy resistance against any kind of reform in relation to welfare expansion.

What has been common to all four of the most recent regimes in South Korea is the fact that welfare could no longer be regarded as a minor issue. Having noticed the growing concerns about social protection among the electorate, political actors have tried to design and implement their own plans. Conservative parties, traditionally regarded as market-oriented, were often successful in making themselves look like pro-welfare parties, even successfully winning elections. However, once they took political power, almost no path-breaking welfare policies were made by these regimes. The increase in social spending was rather due to natural phenomena such as aging or just the cost needed to maintain pre-existing welfare
policies, many of which were designed by previous regimes (Lee, 2016) and contributed little to the reduction of income inequality and poverty. Progressive actors, conventionally regarded as pro-welfare parties, initially had to focus on social insurance-based approaches to resolve a variety of welfare issues, such as unemployment, under the conditions imposed by IMF. Towards the end of their regimes, a major plan of economic and welfare policies, which was titled ‘Vision 2030’ and included long-term strategies for the balanced development of the economy and social protection, was drafted, but it was never put into practice, due to the immediate power transition to a conservative regime that had its own plans and agenda.

However, the reason the conservative party was able to survive another presidential election in 2012 was its adoption of some of progressive welfare plans, part of which were even from Vision 2030. As a presidential candidate from the conservative side, Park Geun-hye’s welfare plans were even regarded as quite similar to those of the Swedish welfare state (Joo, 2014). Contrary to her predecessor’s welfare policies with targeted approaches that resulted in limited protection, Park Geun-hye focused on universal protection, covering almost the entire life cycle of an individual with a so-called lifelong social security package, which, again, was neglected due to Park’s pursuit of the “division of interest groups rather than social integration” (Joo, 2014, p. 141) once she took political power.

As arguably confirmed in the Western context, social policy is regarded as one of the most resilient domestic policies (Pierson, 1994). Even though South Korea has had relatively limited experience with welfare state management, recent governments and presidential candidates have recognized that taking a certain approach with regard to welfare issues can make them win or lose votes, which has made most presidential candidates act like pro-welfare politicians, regardless of their background and that of their parties in relation to political progressivism. However, these pro-welfare manifestos and plans underwent many modifications or delayed processes of implementation for a number of reasons, such as conflict with interest groups or preoccupation with more urgent issues, which has confirmed the path-dependent nature of social policy in the context of South Korea.

From past experiences in South Korean politics, it is expected that future governments will find it hard to dismiss welfare policies. Furthermore, the traditional political beliefs of parties in terms of redistributive approaches can be compromised whenever necessary to win elections. South Korea has witnessed a conservative party radically adopt progressive welfare plans in order to maintain its political power and ditch them soon after being elected as the party in power. The country also witnessed a progressive party losing power and having almost no chance to implement the welfare policies it had drafted in accordance with its progressive beliefs.

Following a period with two conservative regimes, since 2017, South Korea has had a new government that shares political blood with president Roh Moo-hyun. With the beginning of a new politically progressive era, the government ambitiously drafted a brand-new social

---

16 This plan was made public in 2006. President Roh Moo-hyun’s party lost the presidential election in 2007.
protection plan with an emphasis on the universalism of the welfare state\textsuperscript{17}. Similar to other welfare states, South Korea’s social policies are not free from path dependence, and any welfare reform can hardly survive without sustainable political support. Given that political support from the public is unpredictable, as it always has been, policy makers have to be cautious about the design and implementation of their plans, being sure that they do not end up being simply political slogans.
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